ABSTRACT. In this paper we show how to express the values of f F (3) for arbitrary number field F in terms of the trilogarithms (D. Zagier's conjecture) and how to relate this result to algebraic K-theory.
The classical polylogarithm function n (1.1) U p (z) := ^ ^(2 €C,|2|<l,p€N)
n-\ during the last 200 years was the subject of much research-see [L] . Using the inductive formula Li (z) = J^lA p _ { (t)t~xdt, Lij(z) = -log(l -z), the /7-logarithm can be analytically continued to a multivalued function on C\{0, 1}. However, D. Wigner and S. Bloch introduced [Bl] the single-valued cousin of the dilogarithm, namely (1.2) D 2 {z) := Im(Li 2 (z)) + arg(l -z) • log|z|. Of course, for Li t such function is -log|z|. Analogous functions D (z) for p > 3 were introduced in [R] and computed explicitly in [Z] . Let us consider the slightly modified function (1.3) ^3(z) := Re [Li 3 (z) -log|z| -Li 2 (z) + ±log 2 \z\ -Li^z)] .
Such modified functions were considered also for all p by D. Zagier, A. A. Beilinson and P. Deligne [Z3, Bel] Now let F be an arbitrary algebraic number field, d F the discriminant of F , rj and r 2 the number of real and complex places, a. all possible embeddings F <-> C, 1 < 7 < ^ + 2r 2 , and <7 r +^ = cr r +r +k . Set ,4 Q := A ® Q. For s = 2 a similar result was proved in [Z2] . It also follows directly from results of [Bo, Bl, Su] . D. Zagier conjectured that an analogous fact should be valid for all integers s > 3 [Z3] .
To prove Theorem 1 we give an explicit formula expressing the Borel regulator r 3 : K 5 (C) -+ R by -S^z), and then use the Borel theorem [Bo] . Below we indicate some ingredients of the proof which are of independent interest. (Z) The dilogarithm satisfies a remarkable 2-variable functional equation, discovered in the 19th century by W. Spence, N. H. Abel and others [L] . Its version for D 2 (z) is as follows. Let r(x { , ... , x 4 ) be the crossratio of a 4-tuple of different points on P l . For every five different points on P l set
GENERIC 3-VARIABLE FUNCTIONAL EQUATION FOR <5^
Then D 2 (R 2 (x 0 , ... , x 4 )) = 0 in the sense of formula (1.4). Note that (3.1) depends actually on two variables because of the PGL 2 -invariance of the crossratio. It seems that any other functional equation for D 2 (z) can be deduced formally from this one. It turns out that the analogous functional equation for <2f 3 (z) corresponds to a special configuration of seven points in the plane. Namely, let x {9 x 2 , x 3 be vertices of a triangle in P F (i.e. these points are not on a line); y {9 y 2 , y 3 points on its "sides" xjX [, x^xj, and ~x^c[ 9 and z a point in generic position (see Figure 1) . Further, denote by (y x \y 2 , y 3 , x 3 , z) the configuration of four points on a line obtained by projection of points y 2 , y 3 , x 3 , z with center at the point y x . Set 
and ' b y defini " tion, {1} = {x} + {1 -x} + {1 -x -1 } for any x G F*\l. As we will see below the choice of x is inessential for our purposes. A configuration (x x , x 2 , x 3 , y x , y 2 , y 3 , z) of seven points in Pp depends on three parameters. Consider a specialization of this configuration, when z lies on the line ~x^y[. It depends on two parameters, and the corresponding functional equation coincides with the classical Spence-Kemmer functional equation for the trilogarithm, discovered by Spence in 1809 [S] and, independently, by E. Kummer in 1840 [K] (see Chapter VI in [L] ).
It is also possible to deduce the Spence-Kummer equation formally from Theorem 2 (as a linear combination of relations ^f ? 3 (R 3 (x i , y., z) 
. , x 4 )-see (3.1). Then there is the well-known Bloch complex B 2 (F) -• A 2 F*, where ô[x] -(1 -x) A x. (It is not hard to prove that S(R 2 ) = 0.). Thanks to Matsumoto, we know that CokerJ = K 2 (F)([M]). Using some ideas of S. Bloch
) coincides with ker S modulo torsion [Su] .
Note also that K X (F) = F* has an interpretation in the same spirit: 
A. Suslin proved [Su2] that H n (GL n (F),Z) = H n (GL{F),Z).
(A. A. Beilinson and S. Lichtenbaum conjectured that there should exist complexes Q(j)^ computing all K n (F)-see [Be2, Li] .)
THE GROUP B 3 (F)
For a G-space X, points of G\X x ... x X are called configurations. Let Z(C 6 (Pp) ) be the free abelian group generated by all possible configurations (/ 0 , ... , / 5 ) of 6 points in P\ .
Let us define a homomorphism L 3 : Z[/^\0, 1, oo] -* Z[C 6 (P^)] as follows: L 3 {x} = (x x , x 2 , x 3 , y x , y 2 , y 3 ), where r(y { \x { , x 2 , y 2 , y^) = x (this configuration was described in §3). The (unique) configuration where y x , y 2 , y 3 are on a line will be denoted rç 3 . (It is easy to check using (R2) and (R3) that L 3 is onto; the 7-term relation for a configuration (x x , x 2 , x 3 , y x , y 2 , y 3 , z) then coincides with (L 3 For n = 2 this was proved in [Bl] . See also closely related work [HM] . 
